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Dear Mr. Quay: 

On September 12, 2002, the NEI Emergency Preparedness Significance 

Determination Process (SDP) Issue Task Force met with the NRC Emergency 

Preparedness Branch staff to review the enclosed industry recommendations for 

improving the SDP process used for ranking findings from emergency preparedness 

program inspections. The industry understands the importance of demonstrating 

the effectiveness of its emergency preparedness programs and is taking steps to 

ensure the appropriate amount of management attention is focused on emergency 

preparedness programs.  

We also believe that the context in which findings are presented is important to 

retaining public confidence in the industry and NRC for emergency preparedness.  

The significance of EP findings needs to be presented in a context that is consistent 

with the significance of findings given the same ranking in other cornerstones of the 

reactor oversight program. The current version of the EP SDP is not only difficult 

for the regulator to apply with consistency, but has resulted in inappropriate 

outcomes when those outcomes were viewed in the context of risk significance 

across the reactor oversight process.  
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We believe the enclosed comments will improve consistency. We propose that a 
larger project be considered that would bring together SDP specialists and the EP 
community with the objective of re-baselining the EP SDP. This project should be 
incorporated into the broader SDP Improvement Plan identified in SECY 02-0062.  
Such a project would ensure that the significance of Emergency Preparedness 
events is appropriately conveyed to the public.  

The industry appreciates the efforts that your staff made over this past year to 
provide the industry with an opportunity to support revision of the Emergency 
Preparedness Significance Determination Process Guidance. If you have any 
questions please contact Alan Nelson at (202) 739-8110 or by e-mail (apn@nei.org), 
or Lynnette Hendricks at (202) 739-8109.  

Sincerely, 

Stephen D. Floyd

Attachments



NRC/Industry SDP Public Meeting 
September 12, 2002 

Key Topics Discussed 

Definitions were reviewed for clarity and capitalized to promote consistent use throughout the Appendix.  
"* CRITIQUE - Discussion concluded that for the purposes of the SDP, assessment of training 

drill/exercise critiques should only be conducted for those formal training evolutions that include 
a Pl.  

"* KNEW OR SHOULD HAVE KNOWN - This definition was determined to be unnecessary 
because TIME OF DISCOVERY is the intended definition and is consistent with other 
cornerstone SDPs.  

"* PROGRAM ELEMENTS - Added NUREG-0654 definition because this term was used in 
multiple locations within other definitions and SDP text without clear reference.  

"• WEAKNESS - All agreed that the definition needed to be reevaluated to ensure that definition is 
consistent with other cornerstone SDP usage and is clear enough to promote consistent usage.  
Additionally weakness descriptions found in the (b)(14) text needs to be looked at concurrently.  

Text changes recommended making it clear that not all utilities are committed to NUREG-0654 and that 
evaluation of performance should be based against approved Emergency Plans. Dichotomy exists in that 
the NRC will look at NUREG-0654 to inform their decisions if an approved plan is lacking or is silent to 
a criterion.  

Clarified that the Enforcement Policy (NUREG-1600) text in section 2.2 was included purposely by the 
SDP writer only as a reference for NRC staff.  

Repeated text at the beginning of Section 3.0 was removed to tighten up the document and promote usage 
of the definitions section.  

Text was added to point users to the SDP sheets 1 and 2 while at the same time helping users understand 
why each sheet might be used.  

Reference to EPPOS papers should be removed from the document and be replaced and clarified by 
issuance of other documents such as Regulatory Issue Summaries in the near future.  

Recommended that a bounding time frame of "within an inspection cycle" be added to the white finding 
discussion of on-shift staffing scheduling problems in planning standard (b)(2).  

Objected to the individual siren criteria established within the green finding text of (b)(5) because it was 
creating a new requirement since no requirement exists to track individual siren availability.  

Pointed out that the wording appears to require 100% dissemination of EP related public information to 
the public in the transient areas of the EPZ. This could be misinterpreted and should be reworded to 
ensure a consistently reasonable approach by inspectors. An attempt to distribute information may be all 
that can reasonably be done given that licenses have no control over private businesses that may be asked 
to distribute information.  

Several examples given to describe failure to comply in the (b)(7) and (b)(10) text were actually 
describing failure to implement and were recommended to be moved to the appropriate section of 
Appendix B.
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Objected that the TSC and EOF unavailability criteria of .01 established within the white finding text of 
(b)(8) was creating a new PI since nb requirement exists to track facility availability.  

Pointed out that the use of "a major portion of the basic elements of the Plan" within the green finding 
text of (b)(14) was not clearly defined and might well lead to inconsistent usage if not clarified..  

Observed that the examples provided within the green finding and lower text of (b)(15) were not clearly 
different and agreement was reached that they would be evaluated and changed as necessary to make 
them clearly different.  

Within Section 5.2, it was recommended that resolution of drill and exercise performance 
WEAKNESSES that were not associated with RSPS or PS compliance should be within the next biennial 
exercise cycle.  

Within the background subpart of Section 5.3, pointed out that the new "20% regulatory threshold" for 
correction of WEAKNESSES in other performance areas of EP not covered by PIs was in fact an 
arbitrary standard that has no basis. Additionally it was pointed out that no other ROP Cornerstone SDP 
utilizes this criterion. It should be noted that all attendees were in agreement that "other" weaknesses 
need to be fixed and that a mutually acceptable alternative to the 20% failure rate criteria should be 
developed. Should follow the commission's guidance on treatment of corrective actions.  

Recommended the following human factoring changes to Sheet 1: 
"* Name the sheet "FAILURE TO COMPLY" 
"* Remove the word "problem from the sheet 
"* Rename the "RSPS and PS Function Failure" boxes as "Loss of RSPS or PS Function 

Recommended the following human factoring changes to Sheet 2: 
"* Name the sheet "ACTUAL EVENT IMPLEMENTATION PROBLEM 
"* Rename the entry block to read "Failure to Implement" 
"* Remove all other occurrences of "Failure to Implement" 
"* Add a "Are Consequences Significant" decision block to the Alert branch to allow performance 

issues that are not risk significant to be classified as a Green finding 
"* Added a note box that would provide the Definition of FAILURE TO IMPLEMENT directly on 

the sheet.
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Emergency Preparedness 
Significance Determination Process 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

The framework of the Emergency Preparedness (EP) Cornerstone is described in 
SECY-99-007 and SECY-99-007a. The Cornerstone Objective and Performance 
Expectation are the bases for the inspection program and performance indicators.  
They are repeated here for convenience.  

The Emergency Preparedness Cornerstone Objective is to: "Ensure that the licensee is 
capable of implementing adequate measures to protect the public health and safety in 
the event of a radiological emergency." 

The Objective is supported by a Performance Expectation: "Demonstrate that 
reasonable assurance exists that the licensee can effectively implement its emergency 
plan to adequately protect the public health and safety in the event of a radiological 
emergency." 

Licensee performance in this cornerstone is assessed by considering the relationship of 
performance indicators (PIs) with regard to thresholds and the significance of inspection 
findings. The significance determination process (SDP) provides a method to place 
inspection findings in context for risk significance in a manner that allows them to be 
combined with PI results. This information is used to determine the level of NRC 
engagement in accordance with (lAW) the Reactor Oversight Process Action Matrix 
(found in Inspection Manual Chapter 0305).  

Inspection Manual Chapter 0612 contains criteria for determining which inspection 
issues should be evaluated through the SDP. The EP SDP is structured such that any 
finding that enters the SDP will be at least green. The EP SDP is designed such that 
the significance of a finding reflects the impact on public health and safety should an 
accident occur.  

During the development of the EP Cornerstone, the most risk significant EP PROGRAM 
ELEMENTS were identified as distinct from other EP PROGRAM ELEMENTS. These 
development efforts were performed by a group of EP subject matter experts, including 
industry stakeholders, with input from members of the public. The EP SDP 
methodology recognizes findings in the identified risk significant elements as more 
significant than findings in other PROGRAM ELEMENTS.  

10 CFR Part 50 codifies a set of EP planning standards in 10 CFR 50.47(b) and 
supporting requirements in Appendix E to Part 50. The SDP logic identifies the loss of Deleted:_0 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - Deleted: 0 
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administrative REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS. The more risk significant elements of 'I Deleted: 3.23 PM 
EP are a subset of the EP planning standards and supporting requirements. A loss of Deleted: 1143 A9:10 AM3.32 PM 
function of the more risk significant planning standards results in a finding of greater 
significance than the loss of function of the other planning standards (i.e., a yellow 
finding vice a white finding.) The stratification of the 10CFR50.47(b) planning 
standards and supporting requirements in Appendix E to Part 50 are as follows: 

risk significant planning standards (RSPS) 10 CFR 50.47(b)(4), (5), (9) 
and (10) and related sections of Appendix E.  
planning standards (PS) 10 CFR 50.47(b)(1), (2), (3), (6), (7), (8), (11), 
(12), (13), (14), (15), and (16) and related sections of Appendix E, and 
other EP related regulations which include various sections of Appendix E 
not identified in the specific PS sections, 10 CFR 50.54(q), 50.54(t), 
Emergency Plan and other regulatory commitments.  

While the EP SDP assigns a color-coded safety significance to findings, it should be 
understood that a green finding (very low safety significance) does not mean that the 
performance is acceptable. The finding may represent a violation of a regulatory 
requirement. The green determination means that the safety significance of the finding 
is very low and correction of the item is considered to be within the "licensee response 
band."

2.0 DEFINITIONS AND GENERAL GUIDANCE 
Put •heP•S' aind!SS iflfi~• ýta bReicalI order with the other defined terms.: 

LAdd, Licensee' Response Band definition! Capitalize'all defined words ,whe fiused - - - Deleted: Ing 

ithrou66hout t-he-t~ext ýto "r-o~mote consistent use) 
Planning Standard (PS) - Sixteen emergency preparedness planning standards found 
in 10 CFR 50.47(b). Includes the Risk Significant Planning Standards and related 
sections of Appendix E to 10 CFR 50.  

Risk Significant Planning Standard (RSPS) - Any one of the following four Planning 
Standards found in 10 CFR 50.47(b): 10 CFR 50.47(b)(4), (5), (9) and (10). Includes 
the related sections of Appendix E to 10 CFR 50.  

2.1 Definitions (alphabetical order) 

"a. CRITIQUE ,;-- the puris•s o thls SDP: AILIdocumented aspects of drill - Deleted: 
or exercise assessment involving PI opportu'nitiesi. A-findinrg in this area , Deleted: formal, 
means that there was a WEAKNESS in a drill or exercise and licensee ed 
evaluators failed to identify it. M ee" mo'o"•hd ot" 

b. CRITIQUE PROBLEM - CRITIQUE did not identify a drill or exercise 

WEAKNESS.  
-~ ___ " Deleted: 0
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c. CRITIQUE REQUIREMENTS - Addressed in Planning Standard (PS) 100 9/230209/12/0209/11/02 

CFR 50.47(b)(14) and in Appendix E, Section IV.F.2.g.-', Deleted: 3.2 PM 

d. DEGRADATION OF RSPS FUNCTION - PROGRAM ELEMENTs are not Deleted: 1143 9 10 A 

adequate or not in compliance, but the function of the PS, though 
degraded, is still met. It may be that (1) certain Plan commitments are not 
met, (2) the Plan is less than adequate, (3) implementing procedures are 

------not effective,-or (4) program design is not fully adequate; but if the-- 
PROGRAM ELEMENT is implemented as designed, it would meet the 
intended function of the RSPS. "Degradation of RSPS function" has been 
incorporated into the EP SDP to allow an intermediate level of significance Femove ;hia-mn i d n to_..- Deleted:e, awhiteratherthan a 

be determined where appropriate. Examples of degradation of RSPS yellow finding) 

function are given for each RSPS in Sections 4.4, 4.5, 4.9 and 4.10 of this 
Appendix. This is a subset of a "FAILURE TO COMPLY." 

e. FAILURE TO COMPLY - A program is in non-compliance with a 
regulatory requirement that is more than minor (as determined by Manual 
Chapter 0612).

f. FAILURE TO IMPLEMENT - FAILURE TO COMPLY with REGULATORY 
Dr1='H1II31=1kAr-IM.IT A.I,~ r A . ,- 4',- ,• 1 , f If ;o f-. 1 ;h r fin
-X-.UIJ[ LIV|-II'4 I *0 UUIat, Oi l VI•.; IVGIlL. I 10 1 , U• " V Dueleted: 

implementation only of PROGRAM ELEMENTS. Most likely it is the etNOWNed( 
result of personnel error. In this case, the PROGRAM ELEMENT is d1efinitionIsc 

adequate as designed and, if implemented as designed, the program 0efindon.) 
Inserted: 

would meet the PS function. But, a "FAILURE TO IMPLEMENT" is not ae'fofimfli3 
always a result of personnel error and may reveal that a PROGRAM lefirmonr 
ELEMENT itself is not adequate. Inspection is appropriate to determine if Deleted: 

there is a loss of a PS function. Resulting issues would be assessed for Deleted: 
significance lAW the criteria for a loss of the PS function. Inserted: 

It 
,i Deleted: Th 

FULL SCALE DRILL OR EXERCISE - Multiple ERFs participating or ,,,0 representatv 
simulated with a team of evaluators. It is not limited to the evaluated to' ascertainya 
biennial exercise. 4,, haveIdentyfie 

1" not. orthe re ,1 availble but 

INSPECTION CYCLE - The period of time between, and including, alicensee bsht 
sequential biennial evaluated exercises. tha the problem.  /• that the probl 

of its dimcove 

PELTED there Is frm 
N -zDtth review of rWle LOSS OF PLANNING STANDARD (PS) FUNCTIONees-- equipment hi 

•ra~ fiihnet flowchar Ft•b* oi - PROGRAM V the problem.  

ELEMENTS are not adequate, are in non-compliance with the PSs of 10 >problem axl 

CFR 50.47(b) or otherwise not functional to such an extent that the ""Deleted: 
function of the PS is not available for emergency response. It may be that I, seted: 

the Plan commitments are not met or are inadequate, implementing , e 

procedures are inadequate, program design is inadequate, training is 
inadequate, etc. The result is that if the PROGRAM ELEMENT was Inserted:)
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implemented as designed, or personnel are not capable of implementing 
the PROGRAM ELEMENT, the PS function would not be met or 
personnel are not capable of implementing the PROGRAM ELEMENT.  
This is a subset of a "FAILURE TO COMPLY."
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k. PLANNING STANDARD (PS) FUNCTION - Defined for each PS. It is not 
a restatement of the regulations, but rather identifies the significant 
function of the PS. All regulations must be complied with, but a PS 
FUNCTIONAL failure may have greater significance than a failure to meet 
other REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS.  

IREP-! or within the'libcnsee'se sEýeenc yPlan),thatprovides specific 

=0 CFR 50.47.,UsuaIiyj te'failure of a sinole PRO GRAM ELEMENT does 
•g, onsjitute -'afailuire6f theý fun-tir -of the• olannini stan•daJ 

REGULATORY REQUIREMENT - Any EP related requirement, including 
the planning standards of 10 CFR 50.47(b), Appendix E to 10 CFR 50, the 
Emergency Plan (Plan), Commission Orders and other docketed 
commitments.

m. TIME OF DISCOVERY - The time the licenseejnewiq"ThWe 
h6Wn'TRm-~h~ewr~bcueTM FDSOVR hudb 

A fact not a sbjbietivetime dev`166•ed to determine start time-if the 
•ssessme'nt clock) of a problem. This could include some delay after raw 
data is collected (e.g., an analysis is necessary to realize the problem 
exists).If_ an activite._g a surveillance) should have identified the 
prqbLnm__but did not. or the results of the activity were available but not 
actedon. the licensee "should have known" about the r-obem. It should 

be assumed that the problem occurred at the time of its discovery (i e., 
"knew") unless there is firm evidence, based on a review of relevant 
information such as equipment history and the cause of the problem, to 
indicate that the problem existed previously (i e., "should have known').

n. WEAKNESS - As applied to emergency preparedness, it is a 
demonstrated level of performance drill or exercise that could have 
precluded effective implementation of the Emergency Plan in the event of 
an actual emergency. An identified WEAKNESS during a drill or exercise 
is a problem that should be corrected, but is not a "FAILURE TO 
IMPLEMENT". WEAKNESSES are not confined to performance problems 
which result in a loss of a PS FUNCTION. An inaccurate or untimely 
classification, notification or PAR development is a WEAKNESS
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still be a•'WEAKNESS)'(however, a WEAKNESS also occurs if a process 
performance problem occurs during a correct and/or timely classification! 
hotificationoLAr develpopmnt (iLe., a DEP I'succssuIopprtny.  
Failure to correct a WEAKNESS should be analyzed against planning 

. standard 50.47(b)(14) and the Plan for compliance. A failure to identify 
and/or correct a WEAKNESS associated with an RSPS FUNCTION 
represents a loss of PS 50.47(b)(14) function. The guidance for PS 
50.47(b)(14) as it pertains to the correction of WEAKNESSES is provided 
in Section 5.0 of this attachment. For purposes of this SDP, this includes 
a deficiency, as the term is used in planning standard 10CFR50.47(b)(14) 
and Appendix E, Section IV.F.2.g, 

2.2 Guidance 

The NRC Policy Statement on Safety Goals for the Operations of Nuclear 
Power Plants, states that EP is a defense in depth measure. EP and 
many other elements of reactor safety (e.g., remote siting and 
containment,) are implemented as a matter of prudence rather than in 
response to a quantitative analysis of accident probabilities. This being 
the case, the probability of a reactor accident requiring implementation of 
the Plan has no relevance in determining the significance of an EP 
problem. Rather, in determining the significance of an EP problem it 
should be assumed that the EP program is being implemented in 
response to an emergency and hthoW iiýjýhhlThij 
5s ReplT ace these wo-r• s with efocusniohactuar$sk 
siqnifica nt consuelice "otfhpe'proble b eing asse•s'sd..This view 
should be used to answer the MC 0612 threshold for documentation 
Fe-Wos~thatiy toteeDeleted: V06-61i 
wojrdsi " Deleted:! 

• (Inserted: l)XAddithese ors) 

There are two branches of the EP SDP; "FAILURE TO COMPLY" (Sheet 

1), and "Actual Event Implementation Problem" (Sheet 2). Findings 
should be assessed through both paths, where applicable, and the most 
significant finding issued. Additionally, some findings have a few 
contributing issues and each issue should be assessed for significance.  
Parallel issues (i.e., more than one issue associated with one finding), 
should be noted in the inspection report, but only the most significant 
finding is issued. For example, an implementation problem during an 
actual event may also reveal a loss of PS FUNCTION. If the loss of PS 
FUNCTION is more significant, it would dictate the color of the finding.  
Alternately, a FAILURE TO COMPLY with a RSPS may be accompanied 
by a FAILURE TO COMPLY with a PS. Inclusion of all associated issues 
in the inspection report provides a complete record and is particularly 
important should additional information from the licensee cause ---------------------------------- - Deleted: 0 
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COMPLY with the RSPS but not the FAILURE TO COMPLY with the PS -' Deleted3 
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,LOSS of PS FUNCTION is non-compliance with the applicable regulation Deleted:¶ ! 
(10 CFR 50.47(b) and Appendix E). However, the regulatory wording of 
the PS may not be exact and the determination of a loss of PS 
FUNCTION may not be obvious. The determination of loss of PS .......  
FUNCTION may be informed by program consistency with NUREG-0654, 
which provides guidance for licensees to use in developing a program to 
meet the PS. The Plan was assessed (for most plants in the early 1980s) 
for adequacy against NUREG-0654 and other guidance, commission 
orders and regulations, and approved by NRC. The Plan is the licensee's 
commitment for meeting the PS. The Plan may have been approved with 
processes that differ from the guidance of NUREG-0654, but which 
B e tomeet the REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS. rT6e•o~d he~~ current 
appjrLe~dLEPlan ayLhot actually meet the•REGULATORY IEQREMENTs. and must be reassessed sa ba~sis foh~ing iWf 
q ateeannin•sandard elem s exisL. The citation of this guidance 

is only intended to inform the process of determining whether a program 
can meet the PS FUNCTION. The determination of a loss of a PS 
FUNCTION will be based on the criteria provided in this SDP and 
informed JMFMent . -- - - Deleted: Judgement 
Ij1dme ust also be ppied to determine if a non-compliance rises to _ -- Deleted: Judgement 

the level of a loss of PS FUNCTION. There are many elements to a PS 
and a program may be in non-compliance with some and yet be able to 
meet the PS FUNCTION. In this case, there may be a noncompliance 
with the Plan or an inappropriate change to the Plan may have occurred 
that removed commitments. The PS function remains, but a non
compliance exists that should result in a finding.  

Pl • prpose~~ o~th6f6lwinq bracirabh7

The Enforcement Policy (NUREG-1600) indicates that a failure to make 
reports required by NRC regulations is an item of noncompliance that 
cannot be assessed through the SDP process. However, under the EP 
Cornerstone, the failure to classify and notify are integral to the EP SDP 
and guidance is provided, e.g., a failure to activate ERDS or staff the ENS 
line is a FAILURE TO COMPLY with the requirements of 50.72 and 
should be considered a FAILURE TO IMPLEMENT under the EP SDP£il~l,60.5 (p)=e ree lze=, m;meffeitzrprctblems ~-~lurz edytchre=rt bu 
SDP•.[_STE_.1 
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Background 

This branch of the SDP is used when a FAILURE TO COMPLY with 
REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS occurred during an actual event; .. ...... .. .. 
Performance problems exhibited during an actual event should be noted as 
opportunities to improve, however, there is no regulatory issue unless there was 
a FAILURE TO COMPLY.  

FAILURE TO IMPLEMENT means that there was a FAILURE TO COMPLY in 
the implementation (only) of PROGRAM ELEMENTs. Generally, FAILURE TO 
IMPLEMENT is the result of personnel errors. A PROGRAM ELEMENT is 
adequate, and if implemented as designed, the program would meet the PS 
FUNCTION.  

A "FAILURE TO IMPLEMENT" is a subset of performance problems, (i.e., there 
could be a performance problem that is not a FAILURE TO IMPLEMENT, but not 
vice versa). Further, a FAILURE TO IMPLEMENT would be an item of 
noncompliance. Performance problems could also occur during an actual event 
that would not rise to the level of a FAILURE TO IMPLEMENT (e.g., an OSC 
team is not fully briefed and must return for tools, engineering efforts initially mis
diagnose the accident sequence, mis-communication detracts from 
effectiveness, etc.) 

However, a FAILURE TO IMPLEMENT is not always a result of personnel error 
and may reveal that a PROGRAM ELEMENT itself is not adequate. Inspection 
is appropriate to determine if there is a loss of a PS FUNCTION. Resulting 
issues would be assessed for significance lAW the criteria for a loss of a PS 
FUNCTION.

The definition of "timely" and "accurate" for the DEP PI are not universally 
appropriate for determining whether a RSPS was implemented during an actual 
event. The performance expectation is that classifications will be made as soon 
as possible after indications are available that an EAL has been exceeded. A 15 
minute goal is considered a reasonable period of time for assessing and 
classifying an emergency. EPPOS No. 2, dated August 1, 1995, provides further 
clarification on the staff position with regard to timeliness of event classification.  
Similarly, notifications are expected to be initiated within 15 minutes of 
classification. EAL classifications and notifications that take longer than 15 
minutes should be examined and a judgement as to adequacy rendered. There 
may be good reason for the delay orit_may have minimal impact on the EP 
Cornerstone Objective. It is not the intent to issue findings for classifications or 

notifications that are longer than 15 minutes when the licensee was performing 
safety related activities meant to protect the public health and safety. However, 

T - - - - - - - -
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09/24/02,at8:55AM - - --Deleted: 09/23/02 

errors in recognition, delays not based on competing safety related activities or - Deleted: 09/23/0209/12/0209/11/02 

delays that deny offsite authorities the opportunity to protect the public health_ Deleted: 32 PM 
and safety should be assessed as not implementing the RSPS. Each event Deleted: 1143AM9 0oAM3.32PM 
response must be judged on a case-by-case basis.  

Similarly, the definition of "accurate" for the DEP PI is designed to indicate the 
efficacy of PROGRAM ELEMENTS such as training, drills, procedure quality, 
corrective actions, etc. During an actual event, an error on the notification form 
may have little or no impact on offsite agency response efforts, but would have 
been considered a failure under the PI definition. The effect of such errors 
should be evaluated against the RSPS FUNCTION to determine if the failure 
rises to the level of a FAILURE TO IMPLEMENT a RSPS.  

-----------------------------------------------------------...... Deleted:¶I 
Considerations 

Review the affected PS FUNCTION. If the poor performance had little impact on 
the affected PS FUNCTION, it may be appropriate to note the performance 
problem as an opportunity to improve (or perhaps a minor violation), rather than 
a FAILURE TO IMPLEMENT a PS.  

4.0 FAILURE TO COMPLY 

5when a finding resultsefroma FAIEURE TO COMPLY 

"FAILURE TO COMPLY" means that a program is in non-compliance with a regulatory 
requirement that is more than minor (as determined by Manual Chapter 0612). "Loss of 
PS FUNCTION" means that PROGRAM ELEMENTS are not adequate, are in non
compliance with the planning standards of 10 CFR 50.47(b) or otherwise not functional 
to such an extent that the function of the PS is not available for emergency response. It 
may be that the Plan commitments are not met or are inadequate that implementing 
procedures are inadequate, that the program design is inadequate, that training is 
inadequate, etc. The result is that if the PROGRAM ELEMENT was implemented as 
designed, or personnel are not capable of implementing it, the PS FUNCTION would 
not be met The PS FUNCTION is taken from 50.47(b) and Appendix E. Compliance 
with all NRC requirements is necessary. However, the PS FUNCTION is identified for 
the purposes of determining the significance of a FAILURE TO COMPLY. PS 
FUNCTIONAL failure is a subset of FAILURE TO COMPLY, i.e., there can be a 
FAILURE TO COMPLY that is not a PS FUNCTIONAL failure but not Yj.5 versa._. -J Deleted: 

Examples of the loss of PS FUNCTION are provided.  

Loss of PS FUNCTION is more significant than FAILURE TO COMPLY with individual 
requirements associated with the PS. The PS often have several elements and 
Appendix E to 10 CFR 50 contains supporting requirements that generally align with the 
PS. The Appendix E supporting requirements are cited within the guidance for PS.  
However, PS FUNCTIONALITY does not require compliance with every requirement.  
The failure of a program to implement one or a few of the associated requirements ____Deleted:_0 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - Deleted: 0 
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does not necessarily mean a loss of PS FUNCTION. Judgement must be rendered to- Deleted: 09"2'/0209/12/209/1/02 

determine if the PS FUNCTION is met, even with the noncompliance. If the function is ' leted: 3.23 PM 
met, there is a FAILURE TO COMPLY without the loss of PS FUNCTION. -Deleted: 11:43,AM9 IAM3.32PM 

A review of the licensee program against the planning criteria of NUREG-0654 can 
inform the judgement of whether a program meets the PS FUNCTION. The review 
must consider any deviations from the guidance approved by NRC. The use of this 
guidance is only intended to inform the process of determining adequacy of a program.-- --

The determination of loss of PS FUNCTION will be based on the criteria provided in 
this SDP and informed judgement.  

A loss of RSPS FUNCTION will result in a yellow finding. There may be cases where 
the RSPS FUNCTION is degraded, but not lost. These cases warrant a finding, but do 
not rise to the level of a yellow finding. Examples are provided for the degraded RSPS 
contingency under each RSPS and these findings would be white. A FAILURE TO 
COMPLY that does not rise to the level of a degraded RSPS, results in a green finding.  

4.1 10 CFR 50.47(b)(1) 

The PS FUNCTIONS are: 

Responsibility for emergency response is assigned.  

The response organization has the staff to respond and augment 
on a continuing basis (24 hour staffing) lAW the Plan.  

Supporting requirements are found in Appendix E, §IV. A. 1., 2., 3., 4., 5., 
6., 7., and 8.  

Informing criteria are found in NUREG-0654 § II. A.  
Examples of loss of PS FUNCTION (white finding) include: 

The organization assigned responsibilities in the Plan no longer 
has the authority, staff or resources to respond on a continuing 
basis (24 hours).  

Examples of a green finding include: 

A individual staffing change created an inability to assign a 
responsibility on a continuous basis.  

Examples that do not rise to the level of a finding include: 

A temporary staffing change created a lapse in a responsibility 
assignment.  

-. . .-- Deleted: 0 
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- Deleted: 09/23/0209/12/0209/1 112 

4.2 10 CFR 50.47(b)(2) ""Deleted: 3 23 PM 

SDeleted: 11:43 AM9 10AM3.32PM 
The PS FUNCTIONS are: 

Process to ensure on-shift emergency response responsibilities are 
staffed and assigned.  

Process for timely augmentation of on-shift staff is established and 
maintained.  

Supporting requirements are found in Appendix E, §IV. A. 2. a., b., and 

c. and 3 and Appendix E, §IV. C.  

Informing criteria are found in NUREG-0654 rhW ovd'n§ II. B.  

Examples of loss of PS FUNCTION (white finding) include: 

EP responsibilities for any key ERO member function (per NEI 99
02) is not assigned.  
Scheduling and/or process for on-shift staffing allowed more than 1 
off-normal shift to go below Plan minimum staffing requirements 
RhintI aii'EWtion'bcl: on more than one occasion,(e.g., _2 of_4_ .- Deleted: wrthin a 30 day penod 

weekends in a month, 2 or more backshifts over a 30 day period 
below Plan minimum staffing requirementsTJLs t b •u 

Staffing augmentation processes are routinely not capable of 
ensuring timely augmentation of the on-shift emergency response 
staff lAW facility activation 56P76 f in6Ktmen• , to - - -Deleted: 

the extent that more than one required ERO function (lAW Plan 6"r 
commitments to NUREG-0654 Table B-I), would not be filled. This 
example includes a large percentage of test failures, repeated 
demonstration of process design inadequacies, repeated operator 
errors, etc., in the absence of adequate corrective actions.  
Changes to the Plan, not approved by NRC, have resulted in a staff 
that no longer meets applicable guidance of NUREG-0654 Table B
1, or is not consistent with previously approved staffing to the 
extent that more than one required ERO function is not staffed.  

Examples of a green finding include: 

Staffing, proqesses permnit a, shift _tg beow Plan minimum staffing .- {[Deleted: 
requirements, but there were no actual instances in which it 'C$ Deleted: augmentabon 

occurred.~~~~~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ RDeletr-~hsxtrolrýe~~ eVLý0A1dCr " Ied: n off-normal 

h.istent with 0612s.-c ren --,-..-Deleted: 
Deleted: 0 
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.... Changes to the Plan, not approved by NRC, have resulted in a staff._'- Deleted: 09123/020912M0209111102 
ti ng•r b f clI ti e e the func ions descrjbed Deleted: 3 23 PM 

NUREG-0654 Table B-I, or is not consistent with previously ", Deleted: 11.43 AM9 10AM3.32 PM 
approved staffing, for any .eBjlrequired ERO function., .. Del ted' .  

, Formatted: Bullets and Numbering 

Examples that do not rise to the level of a finding include: _ meof applicable guidance Sof 
\\Deleted: WWN-ff 11in'es-e-ra 

On-shift staffing does not comply with Plant commitments for a %J\ Delreltt to NUREG 0654Tiable B4' ; 
short period (e.g. 2 hours) while qualified personnel are being i Nn called in. , ~Inserted: N&Nfl+,r• +I li+| iF•+•' 

called in. %J ýýoinitte to NUREG 0654 Table B-0,i 

An individual, random occurrence of inadequate on-shift staffing Deleted: .A lapse in ERO 
has occurred during the INSPECTION CYCLE. augmentation capability occurred, 

perhaps due to equipment failure or 
La t -P-,O uscheduling errors, for which 

b fuipment failure or schedulinq errorsfr which subsequent subsequent compensatory measures or corrective acbons were 

Lompehnsiatob measures or cdrrectijve6actions -were imrlemen e ___ implemented.¶ 
""Deleted: I 

4.3 10 CFR 50.47(b)(3) 

The PS FUNCTIONS are: 

Arrangements for requesting and using offsite assistance have 
been made.  
State and local staff can be accommodated at the EOF lAW the 
Plan.  

Supporting requirements are found in Appendix E § IV. A. 6. and 7.  

Informing criteria are found in NUREG-0654 § II. C.  

Examples of LOSS of PS FUNCTION (white finding) include: 

Plan elements have degraded to the point that Plan commitments 
for offsite assistance can no longer be met for medical, fire or law 
enforcement support.  
The EOF has been changed in such a manner that it can no longer 
accommodate offsite authorities, lAW the Plan.  

Note: Some approved Plans accommodate offsite authorities 
through means other than physical presence of personnel in the 
EOF.  

Examples of a green finding include: 

Agreements with organizations committed in the Plan as supporting 
the response effort have been allowed to lapse, but the agency 
remains willing to support the Plan.

"A Deleted: 0
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Plan elements have degraded to the point that Plan commitments '-Deleted: 09/23/02091120209/1/02 
for offsite assistance can no longer be met for support other than Deleted: 33 PM 
medical, fire or law enforcement support. " d 1- 43AM9:IOAM3.32PM 

Examples that do not rise to the level of a finding include: 

An MQ)' je~olfj ?I~methM a slapsed but is under revision and . -- Deleted: MOUI 
Sthere is a commitment for continuing support. 

4.4 10 CFR 50.47(b)(4) 

The RSPS FUNCTION is: 

A standard scheme of emergency classification and action levels is 
in use.  

Supporting requirements are found in Appendix E § IV. B. and C.  

Informing criteria are found in NUREG-0654 § D.  
NRC has endorsed In•i R iG••-e~l Q, standard schemes of emergency -- Deleted: NUREG-0654 ,nd 

classification. Additionally, NRC has allowed certain modifications to the 6 NUMARC/NESP-007 Rev 2 as 

classification scheme as outlined in EPPOS-1.  

Examples of loss of RSPS FUNCTION (yellow finding) include: 
EAL changes (not approved by NRC) have downgraded the 
Emergency Class of an initiating condition (or conditions) such that 
more than two Alerts, more than one Site Area Emergency or any 
General Emergency that should be declared under approved 
guidance would not be declared under the changed scheme.  

Examples of degradation of RSPS FUNCTION (white finding) include: 
EAL changes (not approved by NRC) have downgraded the 
Emergency Class of an initiating condition (or conditions) such that 
more than one Alert or any Site Area Emergency that should be 
declared under approved guidance would not be declared under 
the changed scheme.  

Examples of a green finding include: 

EAL changes (not approved by NRC) have downgraded the 
Emergency Class of an initiating condition (or conditions) such that 
any Alert or Notification of Unusual Event that should be declared 
under approved guidance would not be declared under the 
changed scheme.  

- Deleted: 0 
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I 09/24/02at 8:55 AM " - - Deleted: 09/23/02 
.h..g. . E.". 1- B. chzem that -. ---- irm app.-.. d guidan.ce Z'.. , Ded 
but do n. ot ri. to eite, of the ... ... 1. ..l .may be a , cr.e,., z . . X Deleted: 3.23 PM 
effeItivnzz .and inrz•n.•,•Tn,•, with 10 . FR.0.5.(... --------- I Deleted: 1143 AM9 10 AM332 PM 
R~ tnd findZrc1 fo5Q5-4127 

gs--,frDeleted: J$ 

Annual EAL review not offered to be reviewed with offsite officials.  

Non-editorial EAL- changes not discussed with offsite officials prior - .... . .  
to implementation.  

Examples that do not rise to the level of a finding include: 

A typographical or minor error in an EAL, not affecting the 
declaration of the proper Emergency Class, is identified for 
correction.  
Editorial changes that do not change the intent of the EAL.  

$ýummary 

Yellow White Green 
General Emergency d ,or more 
Site Area Emergency 2 or more _l_ _ 

Alert 3 or more 2 _1 

Notification of 9n y.  

Un~u's-ual Eventf 1________ 1________ __________ 

4.5 10 CFR 50.47(b)(5) 

The RSPS FUNCTIONS are: 

Procedures for notification of state and local governmental 
agencies are capable of initiating notification within 15 minutes 
after declaration of an emergency.  
Administrative and physical means have been established for 
alerting and providing prompt instructions to the public within the 
plume exposure pathway, 
The public alert and notification system meets the design 
requirements of rEM REP-10 or is in compliance with the FEMA 
approved ANS design report.  

Supporting requirements are found in Appendix E §IV. D. 1. and 3.  

Informing criteria are found in NUREG-0654 § E F-nxdp3 

. Deleted: 0 
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Criteria are found in FEMA-REP-10. These criteria are integral to the , Deleted: 09/23D91I209/11/02 
RSPS FUNCTION. Deleted: 3.23 PM 

Case law includes: ASAB-935, Appeal of Seabrook ANS Issues; ASLBP Deleted: 1143 AMg.10 AM332 PM 

No. 82-472-03, Shearon Harris ANS issues: ASAB-852, Appeal of 
Shearon Harris ANS issues. It may be noted that ASAB rulings are 
precedent setting nationally. ASLBP ruling are not, but the guidance 
therein can inform deliberations.-,.---------...  

EPPOS No. 2, dated August 1, 1995, provides further clarification on the 
staff position with regard to timeliness of event classification. hy'R IfiI 

=n[6tfi 9_P]s not noficat on.,

Examples of loss of RSPS FUNCTION (yellow finding) include: 
Procedures will not enable personnel to initiate offsite notifications 
within 15 minutes after declaration of an emergency.  
Communications systems will not enable personnel to initiate offsite 
notifications within 15 minutes after declaration of an emergency.  
The public alert and notification system (e.g., sirens, other 
supporting primary notification methods), have design flaws that 
result in a major loss of the system (as defined by the licensee's 
50.72 notification criteria) for a period greater than 30 days from 
the tIME OF DISCOVERY without compensatory measures (e.g., 
automatic backup route alerting) ------------------------. .. - - Deleted: and the licensee KNEW 

OR SHOULD HAVE KNOWN ofthe 
problem.

--- - -.--.- - - Deleted:0
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Examples of degradation of RSPS FUNCTION (white finding) include: Deleted: 3M3 PM 

The public alert and notification system (e.g., sirens, other Deleted: 1143 A9:10 AM332 PM 

supporting primary notification methods), have design flaws, test 
program, maintenance program or procedural deficiencies that 
degrade a portion ( of the system for a period greater than 30 days 

S-- m•fE'iO•F 'D!SCOVERY without compensatory measures (e.g.,-
automatic backup route alerting).,, -------------------------- Deleted: and the licensee KNEW OR 

Lossofthecapablhtv to notify 100% of the opulation through te ( Deleted: ofthe problem 

brimnary alerting mechanism or compensatory measures capability Deleted: ¶ 
to'determine if sirens'activated, (e.g.; feedback system failure) and .. - Deleted: W6rnat 

___ 45 minutes. rbp~th -- ~ Deleted:, the capability to notify 100% ,in the plume exposure• pth~ayI EPhZ t-a-k-es-longer h-a 45riue.- -Sof the pop~ulationl 

-Deletedýhis--rxa-Riy -6n~pjt-; 

Examples of a green finding include: Wiceslaee's with a feedback systemn2 

itO6MENT- Th6'esnext' thrae 'ib'u"le-ts ilI'vo'•v__is'e•r ,inaaili tyXvh'"ic1df"m"eansured or 
tra~cked byindu~str�y reqg._equement.t, AlsoconsiderSecurity Comensatoiy 
issues., This creates unintended consequence of creatin• additional Performance 
indicators for individual sirens! 

An individual siren has not been available for a continuous period ---- - Formatted: Bullets and Numbering 
of greater than 4 months Rti6 ith7ec'_'t'c6-'tc 6 • io - - ------ Deleted: Whis7 

Note: this finding is not necessary if the ANS PI has fallen below - - esu 
the green band threshold during the period under consideration., Deleted: f~iote-There s-nO-r-'nablity, 

Wh~Ib iidivfual siren availability,

An.r indi~vidual Birzn has been 8VOI183tI3 Fo izSS trhr. 7-01% cvcr 
peried of 12 menzths with noz compcn~z, m. DuZ Ic~ 
autcrnatie bozlkur route alerting). Note. this findilr- ic- nct1

"A Deleted: 

WlWoffnror inidividual siren 
fnetd vaia Ther' Al s no

rnZcessaiF if thec AN0 PI has fallen blan13m Ithhc forrn , bnd trzh- ld 
... ing the p... d und c.. .. . idzr. . tim. . LqTEL .- Deleted: • • -e"n reul ..i 

Ifri•dMdual siren availabilrty.  9,)Sqriptes that do-not rise to the level of a finding include-: ________________________y 

An individual siren has been available for greater than 70% over a ",______________________ 

period of 12 months where the ANS PI is within the green band and Deleted:

compensatory measures (ea.. automaticbackuD route alertina) are - F- Deleted:
in placer oe e reul O o n t se al !

4.6 10 CFR 50.47(b)(6) 

The PS FUNCTIONS are:

Systems are established for prompt communications among 
principal emergency response organizations.  

V.
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Systems are established for prompt communications to emergency l jEeted: 09t2310209/12/0209/!1/02 
response personnel. 'I" Deleted: 3.23 PM

Supporting requirements are found in Appendix E § IV E. 9.
IDeleted: 11 43 AM9:10 AM3.32 PM

Informing criteria are found in NUREG-0654 § II. •.  

Examples of loss of PS FUNCTION (white finding) include:- ..--.......  

Communications systems have degraded such that no 
communications channel between any two key ERO members 
(lAW NEI 99-02) is available in the TSC, EOF, or Control Room, for 
longer than about a day without compensatory _asu romi 
TIM E OF DSCOVEWR .J n the event of major disrupt~ivqeevents- - Deleted: This Is applicable If the 

(e.g., hurricane, fire, explosion, loss of power) or planned outages, -. I ee KNEW OR SHOULD HAVE 

compensatory measures are acceptable while repair activities l:O ty 

proceed with high priority. Deleted: about the loss ofcapabildy 

Loss of communications capability, for longer than about a week 
ODS-C•O VER such that no communications channel 

between any key ERO member (lAW NEI 99-02) and any of the 
following she/he is expected to interface with: field monitoring 
teams, the emergency news facility, the OSC or damage control 
teams, without compensatory measures. In the event of major . - Deleted: This Is applcable if the 
disruptive events (e.g., hurricane, fire, explosion, loss of power, KNOWN aboutthe loss of capabliy 
etc.), or planned outages, compensatory measures are acceptable 
while repair activities proceed with high priority.  
Backup power supplies for at least one onsite and one offsite 
communication systems, as required by Appendix E, are not 
functional for more than 30 days F`Fr - 'E. I',SC OV , in 
the absence of compensatory measures. -------------------- - ,- Ileted: This is appicable If the

Examples of a green finding include:
lcnasee K~NEWV OR SO~ULD HAPVE 

KNOWN about the loss oficapability

Communications equipment for key ERO members (lAW NEI 99
02) in an emergency facility is degraded (e.g., many phones) 
without compensatory measures from TIME OF DISCOVERY.Jn .-- Deleted: This Is applicable If the 

the event of major disruptive events (e.g., hurricane, fire, explosion,. licensee KNEW OR SHOULD HAVE 

loss of power, etc.), or planned outages, compensatory measures KNOWN 

are acceptable while repair activities proceed with high priority. Deleted: about the loss of capability 

Backup power supplies for at least one onsite and one offsite 
communication systems, as required byAppendix E, are not 
functional for more a few days rlrnilE OFS2bVERIY, in the 
absence of compensatory measures --.------------------.- - - Deleted: This Is applicable If the

Examples that do not rise to the level of a finding include:

A few phones are out of service in any emergency center.

Page 16
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Communications equipment is significantly degraded (e.g., many " Deleted: 09/2310209/120209/111/02 
phones and more than two circuits) in any emergency center, such Deleted: 323 PM 

that implementation of the Plan would be impacted, for a short time 'Deleted: 11 43AM9.10AM32PM 
(e.g., less than a day) before repair and compensatory measures 
are implemented.  

4.7-10 CFR 50.47(b)(7) 

The PS FUNCTIONS are: 

EP information is made available to the public on a periodic basis 
within the plume exposure pathway EPZ.  
Procedures for coordinated dissemination of public information 
during emergencies are established.  

Supporting requirements are found in Appendix E. §IV. D. 2.  

Informing criteria are found in NUREG-0654 § II. G and NUREG-0696.  

Examples of loss of PS FUNCTION (white finding) include:

The dissemination of EP related public information is notF 6dr0 
iRtransient areas, EPZ segments or other localized groups are not
sent the information (e.g., hotels, recreational parks, select phone 
books, zip codes). -  *-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

P related public information documents do not contain the - , 
required information (e.g., how the public will be notified, what their , 
actions should be, principal points of contact for information during 
an emergency). •, 

Locations routinely visited by the public or worker locations within 
the licensee's owner controlled area do not receive p EP "' , 

17q-t0?i information committed to in the Plan, or in the absence of 
Plan commitment, federal guidance. jNo-eii f6Fio s &n•el`oantons , 
signs, and the like. may be an app~ropriate method for 
dissemination of public informatibon) 
Processes for dissemination of information during emergencies can 
not be effectively implemented, (e.g., staff necessary to operate the 
emergency news center is not knowledgeable enough to operate 
the center, procedures for dissemination of information are not 
established, augmentation (call out) processes will not ensure 
activation of center staff in a timely manner, or methods for 
information approval will not atlown an s 

otatemfi1to- gq- efinin- tim C andaccur 
6tatements.1
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Inserted: 9wTfif- a green 
fning•in i previous revision.  
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tDeleted: IDeleted:j ConsIistntWff 
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S09/24/0 2 at 8:55A M - . -A .. Deleted: 09/23/02 
.Process not in ýace for coordination ocoordination on the part of [Deleted: 09/23/0209/12J0209/11/02 

the licensee, as evidenced in inaccurate, contradictory, and/or . '. Deleted: 323 PM 
delayed information, to such an extent that the health and safety of Deletd:_113,'__10 ______P 

the public is compromised during emergencies. . Deleted: Lick of 

nd sýhould bebaddressed undeTrFAILURE TO iMPLEMENT.'or #Deleted: internally 

biannina standard _141 

Examples of a green finding include: 

EP related public information has not been disseminated for a 
period longer than that committed to in the Plan or in the absence 
of Plan commitment, federal =afA-7iD_.c• . - - Deleted: guldance 
-----------------------------------------------------.. .- Deleted: NUREG-0654 §I G.  
Procedures for dissemination of information to the public are not 
maintained such that significant elements of the public information 
process are degraded (e.g., contact lists are not effective, approval 
process can not be implemented due to organization changes, J - Deleted: news releases are untimely, 

e briefings are not coordinated 

V r O~lelflatationf issues and should be. iddressed under FAILý1;Y, 
0OIM-PLEMEUNT orplanninq standard , 141 

Locations routinely visited by the public or worker locations within 
the licensee's owner controlled area do not receive EP FeT. ...d. -- Deleted: public 
information for a period longer than that committed to in the Plan or 
in the absence of Plan commitment, federal Fe 5UMti 
.ICRO4 .��._ (Note: for some locations, signs, and the like. _ , .- Deleted: guidance 
may be an appropriate method for dissemination of public Deleted: NUREG-0654 § II G 

information.) 

Examples that do not rise to the level of a finding include: 

The joint information center does not issue a news release, that 
does not direct public action, during an Unusual Event or Alert 
declaration, contrary to Plan commitments.  
Isolated instance of an inaccurate, contradictory or delayed piece 
of information being released to the public.  
Documentation of the dissemination of EP related public 
information documents is incomplete.  
Confusion on the part of the news media as to where to assemble 
for briefings.  

jmementation issues and should be address•dVud4Fr• AimRf 
IMP.EMENT-or pianning stadad14.1 

4.8 10 CFR 50 47(b)(8) 
.-(Deleted: 0 
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DRAFT DRAFT 
NEI SDP Combined Comments 

I 09/2402.,at 8:55 A-L ----------------------------------------------- Deleted: 09/23/02 
The PS FUNCTIONS are: Deleted: 09/23/0209/12/209/11/02 

•'Deleted: 3M2 PM 

adequate facilities are maintained to support emergency response Deleted: 11-43 AM9 10 AM3:32 PM 
adequate equipment is maintained to support emergency 
response.

Supporting requirements are found in Appendix E. §IV. E. 1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 
..... .-.-- and G .------- .  

Informing criteria are found in NUREG-0654 § I1. H. and NUREG-0696 

Examples of LOSS OF PLANNING STANDARD FUNCTION (white finding) include: 

The OSC, TSC or EOF is not functional for a period of longer than 
t it-4h'o drm-f" T MLO _EýFODlSCOVERY., to the extent that any _ -

key ERO member (lAW NEI 99-02) could not perform assigned 
Plan fu oppn'• •ethes o'imeas uresn the 
event of major disruptive events (e.g., hurricane, fire, explosion, ', 
loss of power, etc.), or planned outages, compensatory measures 
are acceptable while repair activities proceed with high priority.  

exT. eid .04 coc deflined-iiN14lREC 0606, with theC ecezptiCn th4t 
cold chutdowr, time hcutld be i••luded in th caleuatin) e vc.' o 
fOUr quairteF rzlling &verzge. in the eve'nt of maojF diomptive' eyent0 
(e.ghu..ioa.ne, firz, Ce•,peic.n, lesC of pCoe;r, ete.,) Or planned 
outgnsepe measures orC aeaentobl- le rep]Ir 
seti~ities prom-l-kih hi-h NU RG06JY& 99"._er6&t 
1Sasesn neafrteT adOFbu Pi wa'oitned
for-the. Operational availabjlitVý6Hteria2

Deleted:

Deleted: and an attemate facility Is 
not available

Deleted: -. This Is applicable If the 
licensee KNEW OR SHOULD HAVE 
KNOWN

Deleted: about the loss of capability

Deleted: ¶

Consider review of corrective actions.

The backup or alternate EOF (lAW the Plan) is F6bIcaýAti --- 'i for a period of longer - - -1 Deleted: ing made functional

than about 30 daysfrom l TIME-OF DISCOVE, ab s ETho - -- ---

compensatory measures. In the event of major disruptive events 
(e.g., hurricane, fire, explosion, loss of power, etc.), or planned 
outages, compensatory measures are . tFe fr a 

-t- - - - ---- --- repair activties proceed with hgh .... - Deleted: while
priority.  
Equipment necessary to implement the Plan is not available or not 
functional to an extent that any key ERO member (lAW NEI 99-02) 
would not be able to perform assigned functions, for longer than 
about a week =rfmhIME OFDT$SOE!R•; without compensatory 
measures (e.g., lack of damage control equipment would prevent 
OSC Manager from performing functions, lack of engineering 
documents would prevent TSC Technical Support from performing

Page 19
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are missing or out of calibration and replacement equipment or 
instrumentation is available onsite.  
Storage or transient items are found in an ERF, but responders are 
still able to activate the facility.  

4.9 10 CFR 50.47(b)(9) 

The RSPS FUNCTION is: 

Methods, systems and equipment for assessment of radioactive 

releases are in use.  

Supporting requirements are found in Appendix E. §IV. B. and E. 2.  

Informing criteria are found in NUREG-0654 § I1. I.  

Examples of loss of RSPS FUNCTION (yellow finding) include:

Methods are inadequate (e.g., dG nRt cznfzr.r. With Rg Cu uid: 13 
z .1,_ ..... c r.zt ,_zhnic,•.y ,uzfa.,.••KEEP_) to estimate source 
term and/or project offsite dose due to a radioactive release.  
Equipment for dose projection is not functional for longer than 24 
hours fr1oWTMEff StCOVE-RS, to the extent that no capability

- f Deleted: 0
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NEI SDP Combined Comments 
09/24/OZ at 8:55 AM---------------------------------------- I--------------- Z--_Deleted: __09/23_02 

function).TVhe availability of additional onsite_ equypment, in a -, - - ,, Deleted: 09n3/0209/12=09/11/02 
reasonably timely manner, is considered as compensating for the ", Deleted: 3 23 PM 
PS FUNCTION. ' , Deleted: 11:43 AM9 10 AM332 PM 

Deleted: This Is applicable If the Examples of a green finding include: licensee KNEW OR SHOULD HAVE KNOWN about the loss of capabldy 

1t9- - --,--t------ - - Deleted: . A significant amount 
.-- Changes have been made to the OSC, iSO-to EOr ihatfdo rno-t ý• Oudgement Islnvolved) ofequipment 

I s. snot available or functional lAW the 
comply with the Plan, but the facilities remain functional. , Plan, as to potentially impede key 
The OSC, TSC or EOF is not functional for a period of longer than .•. ERO members (NEI 99-02) In the 

abou ~ T~bFI ~b~RWexecution of their assigned functions aboutF4-o m dD o eei 
that any ERO 9151b'er iiN rb•• Q v 
b rn adommtdTjn could not perform assigned Plan functions, in the iinserted: •a lil-|h3 
absence of compensatory measures. J9n the event of major ' Deleted: 
disruptive events (e.g., hurricane, fire, explosion, loss of power, Deleted:lt 
etc.), or planned outages, compensatory measures are acceptable ".\ 
while repair activities proceed with high priority. Formatted: Bullets and Numbenng 

Deleted: This Is applicable If the 
licensee KNEW OR SHOULD HAVE 

Examples that do not rise to the level of a finding include: KNOWN 
Deleted: about the loss of capabity 

A few equipment or instrumentation items committed to in the Plan I

I



DRAFT DRAFT 
NEI SDP Combined Comments 

I 09/24/02,at 8:55 -AM - -- - - Deleted: 09/23/02 

exists for immediate dose projection, without compensatory -- - Deleted: 09M/0209/12/0209/•1/02 

measures, Deleted: 23 PM 
Changes have been made to dose projection systems (e.g., "- Deleted: 11.43 AM9 10AM332PM 
software) that result in loss of all dose assessment capability Deleted: This Is applicable If the 
through failure of software, significant systematic errors (i.e., not licensee KNEW OR SHOULD HAVE 
due to normal uncertainty in the process) or loss of input parameter KNOWN about the loss of capabilIy 

capability (e.g., meteorological input is in error), and the condition 
exists for more than 24 Woi riflhiMEbDC-d O vQ without . - .. .... ..
compensatory measures.,JNote: redundant to exampje ..- Deleted: This Is applicable If the inz -di--•a-e-v a -e-) licensee KNEW OR SHOULD HAVE I m i~da-t6 1i at~oDeýKNOWN about the loss of capabilaty 

Examples of a degradation of the RSPS FUNCTION (white finding) include: 

The field monitoring function (at least dose rate measurement and 
iodine presence determination) is unavailable for more than 72 
hours r-o_.T-lMEP DITSCMVERk? without compensatory 
measures. ,n the event of major disruptive events (e.g.,_hurricane - Deleted: This Is applicable If the fire, explosion,loss of pow-e-r, etc,)or planned outage,- --- -- licensee KNEW OR SHOULD HAVE 

KNOWN about the loss of capability 
compensatory measures are acceptable while repair activities 
proceed with high priority.  
Equipment or systems for dose projection are not functional for 
longer than 24 hours o ro-m OFf DIRSCOiýýtb RL , to the extent 
that no capability exists for immediate dose projection in onsite 
emergency response centers as committed to in the Plan, without 
compensatory measures, ~No e: P-le~ase-eX31ai h'ife De t"eed: ThsI aplicable If the S_.eeween __ne _e Prcton examples for the yellow ,hite and -- - I ensee KNEW OR SHOULD HAVE 

6eh fiendings. They alpear to be very close if not identical2 KNOWN aboutthe loss of capabilty 

Examples of a green finding include: 

Dose projection equipment and systems are not functional as 
committed to in the Plan, for longer than 24 hours', Tlfl _ _-E 

S-C-0bE-VOE without compensatory measures., The field -- -- Deleted: This Is applicable If the 
monitoring function lAW the Plan is unavailable for more than 72 licensee KNEW OR SHOULD HAVE 

hor__iT-~f _0-FQT- itotcmestr KNOWN about the loss of capability Y Shours, Irorm.ME OFDTSC•OVE-R, without compensatory__________ 

measures. In the event of miajor disruptive events (De.g........... - This Is applicable If the of etc.,) or pl-anne outage, lcensee KNEW OR SHOULD HAVE powee , KNOWN about the loss of capability.  
compensatory measures are acceptable while repair activities 
proceed with high priority.  

Examples that do not rise to the level of a finding include: 

Dose projection equipment and systems, or field monitoring 
capability, is not functional as committed in the Plan, for some 
period less than 24, or 72 hours9o F6D0 , 
respectively.. 

- Deleted: 0 
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DRAFT DRAFT 
NEI SDP Combined Comments 
09/24/102at 8:55 AM - ------ Deleted: 09/23/020912/020911/02 

4.10 10 CFR50.47(b)(10) Deleted: 323 PM 

This PS has two aspects that are of differing risk significance. The development of Deleted: 11.43 A 9 10 AN 

protective action recommendations (PARs) is integral to protection of public health and 
safety and is considered to be a RSPS. However, this PS also addresses emergency 
workers. While the protection of emergency workers is very important, it is not as 
significant as the protection of public health and safety due to an emergency worker's -.  
training and experience with regard to radiological issues. The emergency worker 
protection portion is considered to be a PS, rather than a RSPS.  

The RSPS FUNCTION is: 

A range of public protective action recommendations (PARs) is 
available for implementation during emergencies.  

There are no supporting requirements in Appendix E.  

Informing criteria are found in NUREG-0654 § II. J. 1., 2., 3., 4., 7., 8., 10 
and Supplement 3.  

Examples of loss of RSPS FUNCTION (yellow finding) include:

Process does not provide PARs that are in accordance with Plan 
commitments or federal gyidancgjo the extent that in a General Deleted: I 'Tui 

Emergency appropriate PARs would not e ss-u-e-d- t-o-cover - Detgudance 
affected populated areas within 5 miles of the site. - " 

- - MAr inered W-uair

rI:c uutrIuoled U -aVr ea . U--- , U --- --- --- -- -- Dele. . Dted: adequately F er5 n ' o ' r o i 4 'n otifi c a t on- of -th ~e gq n e ra l p u ~b li~c w it h in 1 7 D el et ed:.  

S........... .................... ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Deleted: ire

Examples of a degradation of the RS PS FUNCTION (white finding) include: 

Process does not provide PARs that are in accordance with Plan 
commitments or federal guidance to the extent that in a General 
Emergency appropriate PARs would not be issued to cover 
affected populated areas within 5 to 10 miles of the site.  

?dR6djuate'l qddress 'rocedures ea Il Ument.' ad/or proqnndlf6d 
rogido 6 troofdn theowe tontrolled -arýC t inaa ulc ih

MrsýPMmT-rpýPR4 PJD1mprpprtheIEAI~pý., 

Up"M7' is'xamres"ZMIS-drif re l _e _ imance 
mnI~mtnt~itbn Ic~1R ~ a thidib dressed tjndnriFMIMI#R

Page 22

Deleted: (refer to IN 2002-14) to the 
extent that procedures, equipment 
and/or personnel are not capable of 
timely (not defined) evacuation and 
processing of members of the public 
that might be present.

", Deleted: 0 
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DRAFT DRAFT 
NEI SDP Combined Comments 
09/24 102, at 8:55 A----M1 - "[Deleted: 09/23/02 

,'or70[De iete W--Mpann 09/23/0209/12/0209/11/02 
•tandar. This is a.p£rocess concern and a process criteria is ,,Deleted:3.3PM 
__.propriate_ Deleted: 11:43AM9'0A:32PM 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Deleted:c#>¶ 

Examples of a green finding include: - Det: # 

Process does not provide PARs that are in accordance with Plan commitments or federalqguidancto the extent that in a General . - - Deleted: iig-•t6o0-" 
Emergency appropriate PARs would not be issued to cover -f6 s 

affected populated areas beyond the plume exposure pathway 'Deleted: guidance 
EPZ, should they be necessary.  

Examples that do not rise to the level of a finding include: 

None 

The PS FUNCTION is: 

A range of protective actions is available for emergency workers 
during emergencies.  

There are no supporting requirements in Appendix E.  

Informing criteria are found in NUREG-0654 § II. J. 2., 3., 4., 5. and 6.  

Examples of LOSS OF PLANNING STANDARD FUNCTION (white finding) include: 

The accountability processes is flawed (as determined by a review) 
to the extent that it can not ensure that onsite accountability is 
accomplished and maintained during an emergency.  
A significant fraction (e.g., >25%) •fh eo no-"fi6a...., -- Deleted: plant page•speakers are 
is out of service in occupied areas that would need to be evacuated 
during an emergency, without compensatory measures, for longer 

_ _than 7 __o _______________ -_ _ ..... Deleted:. This Is applicable If the tE-- --- licensee KNEW OR SHOULD HAVE Respiratory protective equipment on-site is degraded or personnel -V-. KNOWN Rv 
are not qualified to use it, to the extent that the minimum Deleted: abouttheo 
complement of control room operators could not be protected for at 
least 4 hours @r•rlftlEOFISb'E-• , (if needed), without 
compensatory measures, ----- - Deleted: . This Is applicable If the 1 
The site evacuation process is flawed (as determined by a review) Is K WN about taVE 
to the extent that it can not be accomplished during an emergency.  

Examples of a green finding include: 

n. . R _-___ __ .e Deleted: More than a few plant page 

eicen occupied red during h speakers (e g, >10%) are out of 

--- Deleted: 0 
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NEI SDP Combined Comments 

S09/24102at8:55 AM. - -- Deleted: 09/23/ 
an emergency, without compensatory measures for longer than 24 '•.. Deleted: 09/23/0209/12/0209/11/02 
hours frrm TIME O-0DnS-OoERf--- ---- fa----- -- -1_ -- Deleted: 3-23 PM 

Respiratory protective equipment on-site is not maintained lAW D 3 
regulations and/or plan commitments. Deleted: T1ss apphcableffthe 

hicensee KNEW OR SHOULD HAVE 

Examples that do not rise to the level of a finding include: KNOWN about the loss of capability 

1 "e out of service in a few occupied - - Deleted: Plant page speakers are 

areas.  

4.11 10 CFR 50.47(b)(11) 

The PS FUNCTION is: 

The means for controlling radiological exposures for emergency 
workers are established.  

Supporting requirements are found in Appendix E. §IV. E.. 1.  

Informing criteria are found in NUREG-0654 § I1. K.  

Examples of LOSS OF PLANNING STANDARD FUNCTION (white finding) include: 

Radiological control equipment or instrumentation, necessary to 
control emergency worker exposures is not available (e.g., out of 
service or calibration) to such an extent that emergency work 
necessary to protect the health and safety of the public can not be 
performed during emergencies. The availability of additional 
equipment, onsite, in a reasonably timely manner is considered as 
compensating for the PS FUNCTION.  
Processes for controlling exposures during emergencies will not 
ensure that exposures are maintained lAW Plan commitments.  

Examples of a green finding include: 

Radiological control equipment or instrumentation, necessary to 
control emergency worker exposures is not available to such an 
extent that emergency work necessary to protect the health and 
safety of the public is impaired during emergencies. The 
availability of additional equipment, onsite, in a reasonably timely 
manner is considered as compensating for the PS FUNCTION.  

Examples that do not rise to the level of a finding include: 

A few equipment or instrumentation items committed to in the Plan 
are missing or out of calibration and replacement equipment or 

DRAFT DRAFT 
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NEI SDP Combined Comments 
09/24/02,at8:55A ....................................................... - Deleted: 09r23/02 

instrumentation is available at the storage location or onsite with . Deleted: 0912310209112/0209111102 
reasonably rapid accessibility. Deleted: 3.23 PM 

Deleted: 11:43 AM9 10 AM3.32 PM 

4.12 10 CFR 50.47(b)(12) 

The PS FUNCTION is:
Arrangements are made for medical services for contaminated 

injured individuals.  

Supporting requirements are found in Appendix E. §IV. E. 5., 6. and 7.  

Informing criteria are found in NUREG-0654 § II. L.  

Examples of LOSS OF PLANNING STANDARD FUNCTION (white finding) include: 

No agreement exists with any qualified, properly equipped, hospital 
for the care of contaminated injured personnel.,- -- -- Deleted: This is applicable If the S... .... .... ... icensee KNEW OR SHOULD HAVE 

Examples of a green finding include: K oR ShO HaVE 

Agreements for medical support with organizations have been 
allowed to lapse, but the agency remains willing to support the 
Plan.  

Examples that do not rise to the level of a finding include: 

An btfi/ii haslapsed but is under revision and - -- Deleted: MOU/ 
there is a commitment for continuing support.

4.13 10 CFR 50.47(b)(13) 

The PS FUNCTION is: 

Plans for recovery and reentry are developed.  

There are no supporting requirements in Appendix E.  

Informing criteria are found in NUREG-0654 § II. M.  

Examples of LOSS OF PLANNING STANDARD FUNCTION (white finding) include: 

Due to the non-emergency nature of recovery efforts, there is no PS 
FUNCTIONAL failure that would be assigned for failures in this area (i.e., 
any FAILURE TO COMPLY would not exceed a green finding).  
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DRAFT DRAFT 
NEI SDP Combined Comments 
09/24/02,at 8:5_5A_ M---- ------------------------------------ I ----------- " Deleted: 09123/02 

, I Deleted: 09/23/0209112/0209/11/02 
None. '•1Deleted: 3 23 PM 

Examples of a green finding include: -Deleted: 143 A9 10 AM3.32 PM

Recovery efforts are not preplanned.  
I� iihTecoverv process is 'not6 exeise'd.

Examples that do not rise to the level of a finding include: 

None

--[ Deleted: Emergency 
"De ld response members are not 

", Deleted: trained or 

"Deleted: ion the use of recovery 
procedures,'

4.14 10 CFR 50.47(b)I(14)

The PS FUNCTIONS are: 

A drill and exercise program iiLdd•i Pi 
Sis established.  

Full scale drills and exercises are assessed via a formal CRITIQUE 
process in order to identify WEAKNESSES with a RSPS.  
Identified RSPS WEAKNESSES are corrected.  

Supporting requirements are found in Appendix E. §IV. F. 1. And 2.  

Informing criteria are found in NUREG-0654 § II. N.  

Examples ot LOSS OF PLANNING STANDARD FUNCTION (white finding) include: ... - Deleted:

More than two drills/exercises (excluding biennial exercise) during 
the INSPECTION CYCLE (e.g., radiological, medical, HP, etc.) 
have not been conducted IAW the Plan --.................. . - Deleted: and IOCFR50 Appendix E 
A biennial exercise is not conducted during a 2 year (calendar) 
period an exem ptio i 
The drill and exercise CRITIQUE process does not properly identify 
a WEAKNESS in implementation of, aRSPS during a FULL SCALE - Deleted: associated with 
DRILL OR EXERCISE. See PS discussion below.  
Formal CRITIQUES are not conducted for more than two 
scheduled drills/exercises during the INSPECTION CYCLE.  
Failure to correct an RSPS WEAKNESS. See Section 5.0, 
Corrective Actions. - Deleted: I 

----- ilifflaure in a subsequent dnW 
Examples of a green finding include: " ", fosb a diasona," 

Inserted: 0b 
. . -"Deleted: 0
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NEI SDP Combined Comments 
"" 09/2410Z at8:55 -- ;- Deleted: 09/23/02 

A drill has not been conducted during the INSPECTION CYCLE -Deleted: 0923/0209/12M209111/02 
JAW the Plan. Deleted: 3.23 PM 
A major portion l-the Plan s not exercised during the biennial Deleted: 1143AM9:10AM332PM 
exercise. CbMMENT:, What is-amai_-'tn? Deleted: -- ii-A-------
The drill and exercise CRITIQUE process does not properly identify "x' 
a WEAKNESS in implementatior a non-RSPS during a FULL ,•, Deleted: Vre 

SCALE DRILL OR EXERCISE or any PS WEAKNESS during a nserted: •re 
limited facility interaction drill where there is a rifit7•iY ; Deleted: is 

4k•-ya!-or(e.g., facility table-top training drill, Inserted: •fii• J 
operator training simulator drill, individual facility training drill). (See Deleted: associated with 
PS discussion below) 

Note: Appendix E, Section IV.F.2.g. requires that WEAKNESSES be 
identified and corrected. The identification and correction of 
WEAKNESSES is of fundamental-importance to the Cornerstone 
Objective (guidance for the correction of WEAKNESSES is provided in 
Section 5.0). The failure of a CRITIQUE to identify a WEAKNESS is a 
violation of this planning standard and Appendix E, Section IV.F.2.g and 
shall be dispositioned in accordance with NUREG-1600, Enforcement 
Policy, Section IV.A.5 and VI.A.1.  

Examples that do not rise to the level of a finding include: 

A drill is rescheduled or canceled, but the program remains in 
compliance with the Plan.  
Drill/exercise has not been conducted lAW the Plan due to 
extenuating circumstances and appropriately rescheduled.  

""-Deleted: 
GUIDANCE ON DRILL OR EXERCISE CRITIQUE PROBLEM 

Background 

This guidance is for inspector issues identified through the baseline program 
inspection of licensee drills and exercises. Inspection Procedure Nos. 71114.01 
and 71114.06 instruct inspectors to observe exercises and drills and identify 
LWEkESSE9 (i.e., a demonstrated level of performance that could have 
precluded effective implementation of the emergency plan in an actual 
emergency.) A CRITIQUE PROBLEMS occurs when the licensee does not 
identify 07,WEA'IESSE observed by the inspector.  

The SDP stratifies a failure to CRITIQUE a WEAKNESS at two levels; 

CRITIQUES that fail to identify a ý-E•A-NERSQiwith a RSPS during 
a FULL SCALE DRILL OR EXERCISE, i.e., a drill/exercise where 
there are multiple ERFs participating (more than one) and a team 
of evaluators. This CRITIQUE failure represents a PS FUNCTION 

- Deleted:O 
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09/24/02,at8:55AM ------ , ----------- ---------------------------- leted: 09/23/02 

LOSS OF PLANNING STANDARD FUNCTION and is potentially a ,-, Deleted: 09/23/0209/12/0209/11102 
white finding. Deleted: 3.23 PM 

Deleted: 1143 AM9 10 AM3.32PM J 

CRITIQUES that fail to identify any _WEAK?1-ESS' with a non-RSPS Deleted: associated 

during a FULL SCALE DRILL OR EXERCISE •_-...... aosesateadtolenty 

•r•n no: , any PS WEAKNESS 

LI t l i during .  
a limited facility interaction drill and there is a limited team of 
evaluators (e.g., facility table-top training drill, operator training 
simulator drill, individual facility training drill) are potentially a green 
finding.  

The EP Cornerstone licensee response band is created by the PI system and 
the licensee's corrective action program. Data for the DEP and ERO PI values 
comes from drill and exercise CRITIQUES. If the CRITIQUE program is not 
identifying performance problems, the EP licensee response band comes into 
question. The white finding for a single failure to identify a WEAKNESS with a 
RSPS during a FULL SCALE DRILL OR EXERCISE is a high standard based on 
the NRC need to ensure the efficacy of the licensee CRITIQUE program and 
hence the licensee response band.  

RSPS performance problems should be given the highest priority in the 
CRITIQUE process. The baseline inspection program is based on accurate PI 
data to properly reflect licensee performance. The DEP PI is based on the 
licensee's ability to determine if a PI opportunity is successful or not. Thus, a 
licensee's ability to observe, evaluate and CRITIQUE a WEAKNESS with a 
RSPS is critical. If the licensee CRITIQUE fails to identify an inaccurate or 
untimely classification, notification or PAR development, it is considered F'Tb__ 
b/ PS-UNCTION (white finding). ______ 6 D ^ A'"" "^ ^' ..  

CT!ONThs's6'nite'ncel isl nco~ --- h:Wrlitiprof ___s -- p 
is because the licensee's capability to observe and evaluate the process Hall-!z:z: z:.-..-. -'..  
associated with a RSPS is &i . The.expectation is for the licensee's _ . . , 

CRITIQUE to emphasize evaluation of performance in the RSPS areas. : 0 
_ ae' e'csýjrepetitv-e' os sathE abvd~feThs ýs w Deleted: (w4dist .  

Deleted: unreliable 

Licensees perform CRITIQUES in many different ways and the baseline 
inspection instructs inspectors to be flexible in accepting mechanisms for 
roblem identification. CR T..such -ini scto~ 
-- FajF 'ZZji55F orrection or other less formý,al methods fobr train'ing 1hess16ns bsedJt familirize personnel ýassigned to the ERO.NOTE: Limit 

nttti~es to those drills with PI opportunities.  
The critical feature of any CRITIQUE is that a WEAKNESS is captured and 
entered into a corrective action system with appropriate priority. If the inspector 
can be assured that the WEAKNESS will be entered into a corrective action 
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system, prior to disclosing a finding, the CRITIQUE should be considered Deleted: 09"23/0209/12/0209111/02 
successful. 'XDeleted: 3 23 PM 

Deleted* 11-43 AM9.10 AM3.32 PM 
The disposition of CRITIQUE findings varies among sites. The licensee must 
evaluate numerous evaluator observations and prioritize resources for 
correction. Indeed, some evaluator suggestions may be counter productive in 
the judgement of responsible EP management. Care should be taken to 
understand the logic for suggestion disposition before the disposition is identified 
as a CRITIQUE PROBLEMS. However, disregard for well founded evaluator 
identified WEAKNESSES should be considered as a CRITIQUE PROBLEMS 
(e.g., if the WEAKNESS would have been a FAILURE TO IMPLEMENT in an 
actual event, the NRC expectation is that it will be captured by the CRITIQUE 
and entered into a corrective action program).  

The Plan contains the approved commitments for NRC regulations. The 
implementing procedures are the licensee's methods of implementing those 
commitments and may be used to judge effective, timely and accurate 
implementation. If the Plan or procedures themselves are inadequate, it is not a 
ddll/exercise CRITIQUE issue. Rather, it is a FAILURE TO COMPLY with a PS 
and the applicable PS found in this section should be used to determine 
significance. Licensee mistakes and mis-steps that only detract from 
implementation should not initially be considered WEAKNESSES. Mistakes are 
likely to happen in the course of an exercise and when these are corrected by 
the ERO it reveals an organizational strength rather than a WEAKNESS.  

The RSPS include 10 CFR 50.47(b)(9). This RSPS is covered by the DEP PI in 
an indirect manner (i.e., classification and PARs may be based on dose 
projections). The expectation is for the CRITIQUE to emphasize evaluation of 
performance in the RSPS areas and associated WEAKNESSES should be 
identified and corrected.  

Criteria 

A licensee's CRITIQUE of a drill or exercise failed to identify a WEAKNESS 
observed by NRC inspectors.  

Considerations 

The WEAKNESS that was missed by the CRITIQUE must be a demonstrated 
level of performance that could have precluded effective implementation of the 
emergency plan in an actual emergency. Some mis-steps in performance may 
not rise to the level of a WEAKNESS and/or were corrected by the subsequent 
actions of the ERO.  

CRITIQUE processes differ among licensees and a licensee should be given 
credit if the WEAKNESS was entered into a corrective action process whether 
the WEAKNESS was verbalized at a CRITIQUE meeting or not. Deleted:_o 
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Deleted: 09/23/0209/12/0209/11/02 

"Deleted: 323 PM 

4.15 10 CFR 50.47(b)(15) I0Deleted: 1143-AM9 1AM3.32PM 

The PS FUNCTION is: 

Training is provided to emergency responders.  

Supporting requirements are found in Appendix E. §IV. F. 1.  

Informing criteria are found in NUREG-0654 § II. 0.  

Examples of PS FUNCTIONLOSS OF PLANNING STANDARD FUNCTION (white 
finding) include: 

Personnel have not received required EP training to such an extent that 
coverage on a continuing basis (24 hours) by emergency response 
personnel is not available for any key ERO function (due to lack of 
personnel with current training qualifications) as defined by NEI 99-02.  
(Note: if personnel have been removed from EP duty, their training 
qualifications are not a regulatory concern.) 

Examples of a green finding include: 

Personnel have not received required EP training to such an extent 
that coverage on a continuing basis (24 hours) by emergency 
response personnel is not available for any WCoitr - - - - -{ - Deleted: member 

HRfine+yaM 7+•y ii (due to lack of personnel with 
current training qualifications) as defined by the Plan. Note: if 
personnel have been removed from EP duty, their training 
qualifications are not a regulatory concern.) _tO_•EUei_ 

beinao tweenjp•gr n +andthe doesn't rise to ale-vel-&o 
a-find in-are- not clear, 

Unqualified personnel (e.g., lapsed training),pxpected to respond_-_-,- Deleted: are maintained on ERO 

"during an e -,, •.... ER . all-ou. t s- call-out list such that they are 

Examples that do not rise to the level of a finding include: 

Personnel have not received required EP training but there are 
other qualified personnel available to staff the affected positions.  

4.16 10 CFR 50.47(b)(16) 

The PS FUNCTION is: 
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There are no supporting requirements in Appendix E. Deleted: I1.43 AM9 10AM3.32 PM 

Informing criteria are found in NUREG-0654 § II. P.  

Examples of LOSS OF PLANNING STANDARD FUNCTION (white finding) include: 

Due to the non-emergency nature of Plan development efforts, there is no 
PS FUNCTIONAL failure that would be assigned for failures in this area, 
i.e., any FAILURE TO COMPLY would not exceed a green finding.  

" None 

Examples of a green finding include: 

Responsibilities for Plan development are not established.  

Examples that do not rise to the level of a finding include: 

None 

5.0 CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

NRC Reactor Oversight Process EP Cornerstone is based on the licensee 
response band created by the PI program and the licensee problem 
identification and resolution (PI&R) program. As related to EP, PI&R 
encompasses the drill and exercise CRITIQUE program, CRITIQUE of 
actual events and other assessment activities such as QA audits and 
reviews performed lAW 50.54(t), as well as the corrective action program.  
The EP Baseline Inspection Program provides oversight of licensee 

efforts to CRITIQUE drills and exercises and correct WEAKNESSES. 10 
CFR 50.47(b)(14) and Appendix E § IV. F. 2. g. require drills and 
exercises be formally assessed and that identified WEAKNESSES be 
corrected.  

The EP Cornerstone is designed to foster drill and exercise programs that 
develop and maintain emergency response organization skills. It is the 
nature of a drill program that performance errors will occur and that 
equipment, facility and procedure problems will surface. The identification 
and correction of these WEAKNESSES is a positive and vital aspect of 
the program. The Drill and Exercise Performance PI provides a 90% 
success threshold for the licensee response band. This infers that a level 
of performance error (in drills/exercises) is acceptable and that correction 
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be corrected. J[Deleted: 11 43AM9:1 AM3.32PM 

5.2 TIMELINESS 
Guidance is provided on the timeliness aspect of correction of 
WEAKNESSES. The timeliness guidance should not be interpreted as a 
requirement. Rather, the guidance delineates when it is appropriate for 
an inspector to review corrective action efforts for timeliness.  

The licensee determines the safety significance of WEAKNESSES and 
sets priorities lAW commitments and approved corrective action 
programs. The appropriateness of those priorities are judged in the 
context of the problem. The timeliness guidance may be used as a limit 
for inspector involvement (e.g., if the WEAKNESS is corrected in a shorter 
time than that suggested in the guidance, the inspector probably does not 
need to review the basis for timeliness of corrective actions).  

Root cause analyses, common cause analyses and the like may take 60 
days, or longer in some cases, to complete. While immediate corrective 
actions, such as briefings or lessons learned summaries may be 
implemented rapidly, they may not represent actual correction of the 
WEAKNESS. The expectation is that the licensee will resolve problems in 
a manner appropriate to the risk significance. While that will often be in 
less time than suggested below, there may be times when a licensee 
should take more time. When the time is longer, the inspector should 
review the scheduling rationale for reasonableness and any potential to 
impact the public health and safety. Should a corrective action item be 
scheduled in a manner that is not reasonable, or potentially impacts the 
public health and safety (in that the Plan can not be implemented 
effectively), a finding may be appropriate for FAILURE TO COMPLY with 
PS 50.47(b)(14).  

A RSPS related drill/exercise performance WEAKNESS is typically 
corrected within 90 days of identification.  

A PS related drill/exercise performance WEAKNESS is typically 
corrected within 180 days of identification.  

Resolution of other drill/exercise performance WEAKNESSES is 
expectedit hen-e1x-tfi exercise cvc.i• ,due to the lower . - Deleted: pnortothe subsequent 

risk significance of these efforts and expected lower priority of such- biennial full parbcipaton 
efforts.  

EP related corrective action systems may track enhancement suggestions 
that result from the drill program. These suggestions often add value to 
the EP program, but are not required and do not address WEAKNESSES. Deleted:_0 
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Criteria 

The timeliness of the resolution of a drill/exercise performance 
WEAKNESS is not appropriate for its risk significance.- If the problem is 
RSPS related, the failure to correct should be considered a LOSS OF 
PLANNING STANDARD FUNCTION for 50.47(b)(14) (i.e., a white 
finding), otherwise it should be considered a FAILURE TO COMPLY with 
REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS (i.e., a green finding).  

Considerations 

It is not appropriate to consider the timeliness of enhancement items. The 
lack of timeliness in corrective actions should be well in excess of the 
suggested guidance and judged as inappropriate in view of the 
significance of the WEAKNESS.  

5.3 FAILURE TO CORRECT DRILL AND EXERCISE WEAKNESSES 

Determination of a failure to correct a drill/exercise WEAKNESS requires 
a detailed review of the WEAKNESS and the corrective actions. It is not 
intended that a single repeat of a WEAKNESS (e.g., in a drill) 
automatically be judged as a failure of the corrective action system.  
Conversely, success in a drill/exercise (e.g., by one well drilled team) 
should not necessarily be considered as a demonstration of problem 
resolution. When an apparent failure to resolve a problem is observed, a 
review of specific corrective actions should be conducted. Similar 
occurrences in response to actual events, drills, exercises and training 
evolutions should be reviewed. The status of relevant PIs should be 
considered. Corrective action, self assessment and inspection records 
should be reviewed for an INSPECTION CYCLE with emphasis on similar 
problems. Completion of corrective actions should be verified.  
Assessment of the effectiveness of the corrective actions should be based 
on the complete history of the issue. Judgement should be used to 
decide how far back in time to go to obtain a reasonably complete picture 
of the current problem. The intent is to see a pattern of recurring events.  

Background 

10 CFR 50.47(b)(14) requires that Periodic exercises are conducted to 
evaluate major portions of emergency response capabilities, periodic drills 
are conducted to develop and maintain key skills and deficiencies 
identified as a result of exercises and drills are (will be) corrected.  
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Appendix E, section IV, F, g, states All training, including exercises, shall Deleted: 09/23/0209/12/0209/11/02 
provide for formal CRITIQUES in order to identify weak or deficient areas ", [Deleted: 3:23 PM 
that need correction. Any WEAKNESSES or deficiencies that are Deleted: 1143 AM9.10AM332 PM 
identified shall be corrected.

The PI system collects performance data from a broad cross section of 
drills and the licensee response band allows for ERO members to fail in 
the process of developing and maintaining key skills.--The correction of 
drill/exercise WEAKNESSES is within the licensee response band. If 
NRC oversight unduly penalizes failures in drill performance, it would 
detract from the development and maintenance of key skills.

The DEP PI allows a 10% failure rate threshold for the licensee response 
band in the most risk significant areas of the EP Cornerstone. If the PI 
crossed the threshold, the licensee would plan actions to correct the 
performance WEAKNESS and a white input would be documented.  
However, no finding against corrective actions would be necessary, even 
though the failure to correct WEAKNESSES may be part of the root cause 
for crossing the PI threshold.  

'an... - - - Deleted: ¶ 

ýddressed through the ROP'P1 process 1`Indivdual criteria for the 
Mlanning standards and guidance for findings is prýovided inj the ba~aco L hedocmentas ell s bin addressd~d by',timelinessý of correctivd 
ctions.  

In performance areas not covered by the DEP PI, there is no PI threshold 
for which regulatory oversight is increased. The SDP must address the 
failure to correct WEAKNESSES in these areas. If the threshold for 
performance in the most risk significant areas of EP is 10%, it would 
appear that an appropriate regulatory threshold for the correction of 
WEAKNESSES in other areas of EP would be a 20% failure rate in 
drill/exercises performance. This means that detailed inspection of 
correction of drill/exercise WEAKNESSES is not necessary unless 
performance problems are above a 20% failure rate over an INSPECTION 
CYCLE.  

The performance failure rate in non-RSPS areas'is not compiled.  
However, data from drill CRITIQUES may be used to develop these 
statistics. The number of opportunities and failures may be determined 
through a review of drill/exercise CRITIQUES. It may be assumed that 
the absence of identified WEAKNESSES indicates a successful 
performance.

When performance in an area exhibits greater than a 20% failure rate, the 
inspector should review the corrective actions to determine adequacy. If 
corrective actions are not adequate and the WEAKNESS involves a
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Criteria 

The licensee has failed to correct WEAKNESSES in drill/exercise 
-performance, in areas not covered by the DEP PI, as indicated by failure 
rate greater than 20%.

Failure to correct WEAKNESSES associated with a RSPS should be 
assessed as a functional failure of PS 50.47(b)(14), (i.e., a white finding).  
Other failures to correct WEAKNESSES would be no greater than green.  

Considerations 

If corrective actions are aggressive and appear to be complete, but are 
still not effective, a judgement may be made to allow more time for 
performance improvement. In this case, future drills are expected to show 
performance improvement. Enhancement or improvement items are not 
intended for consideration under the EP SDP.  
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